2d8
forth from between, or amidst, the piine awl the
brwead-bonu: and in xxxvi. 8 of the same, 1
.;
· , a 4a
., a
1ko,
til
C" And we have placed before
tham (lit betwm their hands) a barrier.] It is
aid in the ]5ur [vi. 94], *. '
a;), as some
read; or .i,
s others: (T, e, M :) the former
means Veriy your union hath become diumered:
(AA,T,, M :) the latter, that which mwabet en
you ; (A&
;, Ibn-Mes'ood, T, C, or X
LS i
.k,
IAp, T;) or te sdate wAerein ye were, in
respect of partnership among you: (Zj, T:) or
the state of circumstances, or the bond, or the
lose, or offection, [formerly
tubsisting] among
you, or between you; or, accord. to Akh,.
,
though in the aceus. case a to the letter, is in the
nom. case as to the place, by reason of the verb,
and the adverbial termination is retained only because the word is commonly used as an adv. n.:
(M:) Agit disapproved of the latter reading;
but wrongly, because what is suppressed accord.
to this reading is implied by what precedes in the
same verse. (T.)_[Jt is often used as a partitive,
or distributive; as also
1 : for ex.,] you say,
>; >. *
(9 and TA in art. Ji,)

ite
in some affair, and falls, or slips, or commits a
mistake, and is not honourably mentioned in
relation to it: so says Seer: (I B, TA:) or between
entering into fight and holding back from it; as
when one says, Such a one puts forward a foot,
and puts back another. (TA.) -, tX and t*;

1

[Boox I.

of the inf. kind, it is put in thdie gen., and Ud
in this instance has the meaning of ': and
Al!mad Ibn-Yal.liy~ says the like, but some persons of chaste speech treat the latter kind of noun
like the former: after L.;&, however, enclh kind
of noun must be in the nom. case. (AA, T.)
are of the number of inceptive Jj^ : (M, :) [See an ex. in a verse cited towards the end of
this is clear if by Jjp. is meant "words :" that art. it.]
they have become particles, no one says: they are
still adv. ns.: (MF, TA:) the former is Cm with
its [final] fet-hah rendered full in sound; and
hence the I; (Mughnee in the section next after
X
A œeparation, or dirision, (T, M, ]K,) bethat of 1, and 15;) [i. e.,] it is of the measure
tween two t tings, (T,) or bet,ocn twno lands; (M,
.hW
[or .;i] from
J1I, the [final] fet-]ah K ;) as nihwn there is a rugged placc, with sands
being rendered full in sound, and so becoming 1; near it, and between the ino is a tract neither
and the latter is `n with i [restrictive of its rujged nor plain: (T:) an elevation in rugged
government] added to it; and both have the same ground: (M, 1:) the extent to which the eye
meaning [of While, or whilrt]: ($:) or the I in reacha, (T, M, ]i,) of a road, (T,) or of land:
the former is the restrictive I; or, as some say, it (M :) a piece of land extending as far as the eye
is a portion of the restrictive Ia [in the latter]: reaches: (T, $ :) and a region, tract, or quarter:
(Mughnee ubi supra:) and these do not excludc (AA,T,M, 1 :) pl. '~.
(, TA.)
X
from the category of nouns, but only cut it
it~ is originally the inf. n. of it
as syn. with
off from being prefixed to another noun: (MF,
~j, and so signifies The being [distinct or]
TA:) they are substitutes for that to which Oe
apparent &c.; (Kull;) or it is a subst. in this
would otherwise be prefixed: (Mgh:) some say
or j?WgJ?;.. X. La ,L , (TA in art. J_.,)
that these two words are adv. ns. of time, denoting sense: (Mvb:) or a subst. from e, [and so
signifies the making distinct or apparent &,]
i.e. [(7'hey are partly, or in part,] beating with a thing's happening suddenly, or unexpectedly;
and .
a,
from
and
.
the staff, or stick, and [partly, or in part,] pelting and they are prefixed to a proposition consisting being like .
with stons; [or some beating &c., and the oteirs of a verb and an agent, or an inchoative and (Kull.)- Hence, conventionally, (Kull,) The
pelting &c.] ($ and TA, both in art. J,,
and enunciative; so that they require a complement means by which one malkes a thing [distinct,]
apparent, manifewt, evident, clear, plain, or per
the latter in art.
[See also an ex. in a to complete the meaning. (TA.) One says,
[JS.)
spicuouJ: (9, Er-Rhghib, TA, Kull:) this is of
verse cited wooe L .-l
Cpj [While we were in two kinds: one is [a circumtantial indication
_
._ XL mea, s JL% :,j.
This (namely, a thing, g, or a commodity, Msb) such a state a that, lo, or there, or then, such a or evidence; or] a thing indicating, or giving
is betw~n good and bad: (S, Msb, ] :) or of a tiAing hapned, or came to pas]: (M, Mgh,*. evidence of, a circumstance, or state, that is a
middling, or middle, sort: (M :) these two words !:.) and l,l e,ms LlA [While we were thus]: result, or an ejffect, of a quality or an attribute:
being two nouns made one, and indecd., with (Mgh:) and
the other is a verbal intdication or evidence, either
fet-b for their terminations, (f, Myb, ],) like
pokMen or written: [see also .Lg:] it is ilso
:.
L~,.. (Myb.) ,'a I js.Jl [i. e. the
[While e were looking, or waiting, for him, he applied to language that discovers and shows the
hemzeh uttered lightly] is called :, ' '
jt
meaning that is intended: and an explanation of
(~, M, I,) i.e. A keh
that is betmween te came to ut]; (9, M;) a saying of a poet, cited by confused and awgue language: (Er-Rghilb,TA:)
hineea and te soft letter whence is it vel;
(9, 8b; (M;) the phrase being elliptical; (., M;) or the eduction of a thingfrom a state of dubious.
,&c~
.
em, (M,) i. e-, Xt
ness to a state of clearness: or making the meanM ;) or "O
·
& , the first e* with kesreh meaning
L,
;UI
[betwee
the
time
of
our
looking,
ing
apparent to the mind so that it becomes
but without tenween, and the second with tenween,
(Shar4 Shudhoor edh-Dhahab,) [i.e. the hemzeh~ or waiting, for him]. (9, M.) As used to put distinct from other meanings and from mhat
&c. :] if it is with fet4-, it is between the hemzeh nouns following '4 in the gen. case when em might be confounded nwith it. (TA.) - Also
and the alif, as in j, (8, M,) for jt;
(M;) if might properly supply its place; as in the saying Perspicuity, clearnes, distinctnes, chastenes, or
with keir, it is between the hemzeh and the y6, (of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, which he thus recited, with eloquence, of spetch or language: (T, :) or
simply perspicuity thereof: (gar p. 2:) or per
as in .,
(, M,) for_.,; (M ;) and if with kear, ),
tpicuity of speech with quicknes, or sAharpneau, of
!amm, it is between the homseh and the waw, as
intellect: (M, ] :) or perspicuous, or chaste, or
in .,, (f, M,) for .:
(M:) it is never at the
eloquent, speech, declaring, or telling plainly,
, ,;
sqi J 1, L.
beginning of a word, because of its nearnes, by *
mhat ij in the mind: (Ksh, TA:) or the shonwing
reaon of feeblenes, to the letter that is quiescent, [Amid ki embracing the courag~o armed mn, of the intent, or meaning, with the most eloquent
(9, M,) though, notwithstanding this, it is really and his guilefW duding, one day abod, daring exprssmion: it is an effect of understanding, and
movent: ( :) it is thu cadled because it is weak, man mas ap~ointed for him, to slay him]: (, of sharpness, or quickness, of mind, with perspi(8b, $, M,) not having the power of the hemszeh
cuity, or chasteness, or eloquenoe, of speech:
uttered with its proper sound, nor the clearne of ] :) in [some copies of] the ], .:a3; but in the (Nh, TA:) or a facuty, or principle, [or a
the letter whenoe is its vowel (M.) 'Obeyd Ibn- Deewn [of the Hudhalems], -s-': [in the Mugh- seience,] whereby one knws ho to express [with
nee, ubi supr,m ;'W:] the meaning is 4 SWt
EI-Abr says,
'
; perspeicuity of diction] one meaning in ariou
the I being added to give fulnes to the sound of forms: (Kull:) [some of the Arabs restrict the
the [final] vowel: (TA:) Ay used to say that the science of 011jI to mhat concern compaiwu
i. e. [Thou defdt
hta m ougAt to defend, or I is here redundant: (Skr, TA:) others put the and tropes and metonymie; which last the
our an~r, or tandar, w~ sme of the pople, nouns following both t; and 1
in the nom. Arabian rhetoricians distinguish from tropes: and
or company of men,] fall, oe aJtr anothr, in a ease, as the inchboauive and enunciative. (Skr, f, some make it to include rhtoric altogether:]
stt of meakn, not regardedas of any account: ]..) Mbr says that when the noun following Esh-Shereeshee says, in his Expos. of the Mai.
( ) or it is as though he mid, btweem~n the and LW is a real subst., it is put in the nom. case as mit [of El-hIareeree] that the difference between
the; like a man who enters between two partiee an inchoative; but when it is an inf. n., or a noun jtl and t* ; is this: that the former denotes

e

